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Abstract

The complexity of automotive software systems continues to increase at a dramatic pace. Traditionally, the interactions between the various software components of a vehicle are addressed only at the later stages in the overall development process. We advocate a fresh approach, where interaction patterns become the defining elements of automotive software services. This shifts the development focus from individual components to their interaction in the early stages of the development process; potentially reducing development and integration costs for both manufacturers and suppliers. We present a formal service notion based on interaction patterns and introduce a systematic, service-oriented development process, substantiated by means of a corresponding tool chain. We illustrate our definitions and results by modeling a Central Locking System, an example from the automotive domain.

1. Introduction

Automotive software systems are becoming increasingly complex. In some cars up to 1400 software-enabled functions are distributed over up to 80 Electronic Control Units (ECUs), communicating over five different network infrastructures within and beyond vehicle boundaries [6,18]. More and more, the complexity ensuing from the collaboration among these distributed and interconnected pieces of software functionality becomes the limiting factor in automotive software design. Traditional development processes for automotive software focus on the construction of individual ECUs, starting from more or less detailed specifications provided by the manufacturer; integrating them and the myriad of interacting software functions they implement into a coherent, functional, and safe overall product. This incurs substantial cost and effort for the manufacturer in later stages of the vehicle development process.

We conjecture that turning this picture around, and driving the automotive software development process by the features or software services instead of by the ECUs that implement them, goes a long way towards more cost-effective and less error-prone automotive software development.

Software services emerge from the interplay of several components collaborating to complete a desired task. Current software development approaches and modeling notations focus mainly on individual components instead of on the interaction patterns defining services as cross-cutting system properties.

We present an approach to designing automotive software starting from service specifications. To that end, we introduce an interaction-based service notion together with a development process and corresponding tool chain for service-oriented software development.

Our approach is driven and validated by a collaboration with Ford Motor Company. In this project, the goal is to derive executable models – in the form of RTCORBA[22] components – for automotive services that can be handed off to suppliers. The suppliers can then validate their proposed solution against the executable model; this substantially streamlines the subsequent integration phase for both manufacturers and suppliers.

1.1 Services, Roles, Components and Architectures

Services play an increasingly important role as a modeling and implementation concept across application domains. Even in the automotive domain -- representative for the area of large-volume embedded systems with high dependability requirements -- the no-
tion of service is catching on as a means for addressing the ever increasing distribution and ensuing complexity of automotive software [3,18].

Despite the importance and prevalence of services, however, no systematic, methodological approach to service-oriented software development exists to date. In addition, none of the prominent modeling notations currently available address the service concept as a first-class modeling entity. Informal definitions for the term service abound in the literature (cf., for instance, [20,27,26,21,11]); these definitions, however, typically capture only syntactic lists of operations upon which a client can call instead of the interaction patterns behind them. This is inadequate as a starting point for systematic service-oriented development.

In our view, a service is defined by the interaction among the entities involved in establishing the service.

Defining services by the interactions ensuing from invoking them goes well beyond the predominantly syntactic service notions cited above: it provides a handle at meaningful concepts for service composition, refinement, and validation, and introduces them as first-class modeling elements as opposed to being merely first-class implementation elements.

Clearly, services, once captured, can be implemented on top of a variety of software architectures. Components typically participate in multiple services. For instance, a particular component may act as a server in one service, while it acts as a client in another. To make the different configurations in which a component can participate in service executions explicit, we introduce the concept of a role. At any point in time during execution of the system under consideration a component can play certain roles, such as the client or server role in a client/server interaction. Components can change their roles over time; this distinguishes roles clearly, for instance, from the class concept in object-orientation. Semantically, roles map to predicates over the state space of the system under consideration.

While the focus of this paper is on presenting the methodological aspects of a service-oriented development process, and the ramifications for a corresponding tool chain, we refer the reader interested in a formalization of our service notion using the mathematical model of streams to [14,15,16].

1.2 Interaction Modeling: A Central Challenge in the Automotive Domain

According to recent data, up to 40% of a modern car's cost is due to software; 50-70% of the development cost of ECUs is related to software. Primarily, this complexity stems from the myriad of interactions among the various functions realized in software; we will illustrate this using the central locking system found in most modern cars as an example (cf. Sec. 2).

To capture the interaction patterns defining services we use an extended version of Message Sequence Charts (MSC) [10,13]. MSCs have proven useful as a graphical representation of key interaction protocols, originally in the telecommunications domain. They also form the basis for interaction models in the most recent rendition of the UML [28]. In our extended MSC notation, each MSC consists of a set of axes, each labeled with the name of a role (instead of with a component name). An axis represents a certain segment of the behavior displayed by the component implementing the corresponding role. Arrows in MSCs denote communication. An arrow starts at the axis of the sender; the axis at which the head of the arrow ends designates the recipient. Intuitively, the order in which the arrows occur (from top to bottom) within an MSC defines possible sequences of interactions among the depicted roles.

1.3 Service-Oriented Development

For service-oriented system development in the automotive domain, we suggest to follow a systematic development process as outlined in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Service-Oriented Software Development](image-url)
vice elicitation feeds back into the definition of the use case graph; architectures can be refined and refactored to yield new architectural configurations, which may lead to further refinement of the use cases.

1.4 Contributions and Outline

In the remainder of this text we explain the various elements of our service-oriented software development approach together with the process outlined above in more detail. To illustrate concepts and notations we introduce a realistic running example in Section 2. In Section 3 we apply the mentioned development process to the running example, and show how to yield multiple architectural configurations for the same set of services. In Section 4 we describe the tool chain we envision for service-oriented automotive software engineering. Section 5 contains a discussion of related work. Our conclusions appear in Section 6.

2. Example – Central Locking System

To illustrate the central challenges in specifying services, as well as the applicability of the service concept introduced above, we model part of the Central Locking System (CLS) found in typical modern cars. The starting point for our modeling effort is the description of a “real” CLS in [18]; for reasons of brevity we use a simplified model of this CLS here.

In today’s cars the seemingly innocent CLS service is interconnected with many other features in the vehicle. In fact, a typical vehicle today contains distinct networks for each of the following: body/chassis control, powertrain control, safety control, and multimedia. All of those are linked in the functionality provided by CLS; it interacts with the locks (in the doors, trunk, sunroof etc.), a remote key, crash notification, the security system, light control (interior and exterior), the tuner, seats and mirrors. A typical scenario for using the features of a correspondingly equipped car is to unlock the car remotely by pressing the key button: upon receipt of this signal, the CLS un-arms the security system, operates the appropriate locks and switches on the interior lights. The driver’s preferences are accessed, based on the key used, to set the mirror, seat and tuner presets accordingly. Flashing the exterior lights signals the opening of the car from the outside. Upon drive-away and beyond a certain speed, the CLS automatically locks all doors.

In particular, we will study the following services for this example: unlocking, transfer key ID, set tuner presets, and crash detection. The unlocking service involves interactions among the key fob, control, lock management and lighting system. To fetch the driver presets upon entry into the vehicle, the locking system control associates the driver identifier stored on the key fob with the corresponding data record in the database. When switched on, the tuner fetches the current presets from the database. When a crash is detected, the central controller initiates unlocking of all doors.

Besides illustrating the system structure, this example also shows how the mentioned services overlap; in particular, the central controller is involved in executing all but the tuner preset services. This is a key characteristic of service-oriented development: services are cross-cutting elements of the system under consideration.

3. Service-Oriented Development: Step-by-Step

In this section we explore the service-oriented development process in more detail. In the following paragraphs, we elaborate on the steps required to define an architecture for CLS, based on the concepts of use cases, roles, services and components.

3.1 Use Cases

Our first step is to determine the relevant use cases of the system under consideration. These use cases can be related to each other by virtue of inclusion and extends relationships [28]; we can express these relationships in terms of a use case graph – this graph will also help determine the relationships between services elicited from the use cases. We consider the following four use cases for the CLS: unlocking, transfer_key_ID, set_tuner_preset, and handle_crash.

Clearly, these use cases have some overlap: both the unlocking of the car, and the transfer of a key ID are triggered by the user pressing a key on the keyfob. These two use cases can, however, also be considered separate, because there are keys that can unlock the car (mechanically, for instance) but do not transmit key identifiers. There are also more subtle dependencies between these use cases: the set_tuner_preset use case has a data dependency with respect to the transfer_key_ID use case; the transferred ID will influence the settings of the tuner. The handle_crash use case cross-cuts all others: whenever a crash signal occurs the CLS has to unlock all doors.

All of these dependencies can be captured by an appropriately labeled use case graph; dependencies between use cases can be translated into additional services (see below).

3.2 Roles

In order to decouple the notion of service from concrete component configurations (architectures), we
introduce the concept of a role. At any point in time during execution of the system under consideration a component can play certain roles, such as the client or server role in a client/server interaction.

Within the CLS, for instance, we can identify the following roles: a control unit (Control); a lock manager (LM) responsible for operating the door, trunk and moon-roof locks; a lighting system (LS) responsible for operating the interior and exterior lights, a crash detection sensor (CS); a key fob (KF) responsible for remote and mechanical entry, and storing of the driver identification; a database (DB) storing the presets for each registered driver – the key to the database record is the driver identification stored in the key fob; a tuner (Tuner) for the entertainment system; and a user interface (UI) for operating the tuner. These roles will likely map to a variety of different component configurations depending on the concrete make and model under consideration.

Semantically, roles map to predicates over the state space of the system under consideration.

3.3 Services

We define services as the interaction patterns required to establish a specific task. This identifies services as partial behaviors of the system under consideration.

Services associate roles with interaction patterns. We use MSCs to represent how the roles interact to establish the service under consideration. An MSC can also contain information about the states the roles are in during the course of the interaction.

The collection of all services elicited in this way can be considered as a service repository for the system. Once we have defined the service repository, the relationships between the different roles of the system are clear. We express the structural part of these relationships in the form of a role domain model. This domain model allows us to identify the dependencies between the different roles of the system and is used later on to identify and define corresponding component configurations.

For the CLS we define the role domain model shown in Figure 2; here, boxes and arrows denote roles and communication channels connecting the roles, respectively.

With this role domain model in place we can start capturing the interaction patterns defining the services of the CLS. Figure 3 shows the interactions of the unlocking service. Here, Control relays an unlock message received from the key fob KF to the lock management (LM) role. Upon receipt of an OK message from LM, Control sends the door_unlocked message to the lighting system. The labeled hexagons in the MSC indicate local (control) states of role Control: it starts out in the LCKD state; after participating in the depicted interactions, Control switches into the UNLD state.

Upon receipt of an unlock message the Control role sends a getID message to the key fob; KF sends the ID to Control, which relays the ID to the DB (cf. Figure 4). Again, Control switches from state LCKD UNLD in the course of executing the service.

The preceding two services are overlapping in the sense that both share references to the unlock message and states LCKD/UNLD. This is characteristic of service specifications as each individual service gives only a partial view on the components implementing it. Therefore, to obtain the complete behavior for one of the roles, Control, say, we have to compose all the services it is involved in. Because neither the MSC standard [10], nor UML2 [28] provides composition operators for overlapping interaction patterns, we have introduced a corresponding “join” operator [16] (sym-
bol: ⊗). We write unlocking ⊗ transfer_driver_ID to indicate the interaction pattern emerging from synchronizing identically labeled (or unifiable) messages (and states) in the operand MSCs unlocking and transfer_driver_ID. All other messages (and states) in these operands are interleaved in the resulting interaction pattern – observing, of course, the respective message orderings in the operands. In the example, the “unlock” message from KF to Control is unifiable and thus identified as a single message in the composition. All other messages are mutually independent between unlocking and transfer_driver_ID.

The start_tuner service is triggered by an “on” message from the user interface UI to the Tuner role. The Tuner, in turn, requests the presets (stations, volume, etc.) from the database DB (cf. Figure 5).

From the use case graph we have elicited earlier in the development process we know that there is a data dependency between the services start_tuner and transfer_driver_ID. This data dependency can be captured semantically by means of a generalized “join” that unifies on message labels (including origins and destinations) and message parameters.

The final service we model for CLS is the handle_crash service. Its actual interaction pattern is simple (cf. Figure 6).

It is the relationship between handle_crash and the other services we have elicited so far that is noteworthy: handle_crash is cross-cutting in the sense that the “impact” message can arrive at any point during the execution of any other service. We refer the reader to [16, 13] for the definition of a “preemption” operator that enables us to identify handle_crash as a preemption handler triggered by the “impact” message from the crash sensor CS. Again, the cross-cutting nature of such preemption specifications is inadequately addressed in notations such as the MSC standard or UML2.

Other services we could capture analogously are, for instance, “locking”, “partial locking/unlocking”, “valet unlocking”. Their composition using operators for sequencing, alternatives, parallel composition, and join (as formally defined in [16, 13]) would yield the overall CLS service. For reasons of brevity we restrict our attention to the services explicitly modeled above.

### 3.4 Components and Architectures

Following service elicitation, we can define the architecture for the system under consideration. Components are the architectural entities implementing roles. Each component may play multiple roles. The mapping from roles to components determines the services a component participates in and, thus, also the component’s interaction behavior. There can be many possible component configurations for a system that implements the elicited services. Therefore, we need to first define the component configuration for which we want to define an architecture. We represent component configurations using a deployment domain model. The components defined in this domain model receive their behavior definitions by mapping the services onto the chosen component configuration.

We obtain a trivial deployment domain model from the role domain model by identifying components and roles; then, each component implements precisely one role. In this state of affairs, the role domain model and the deployment domain model coincide.

Another extreme case is to map all roles to a single component; this again is a trivial affair, because we simply need to treat the role domain model as a specification for the “internals” (the substructure) of one encompassing component.

The most interesting and methodologically challenging case arises when we map multiple roles onto the same deployment component. All other cases (such as mapping a single role onto multiple components) can be dealt with by refactoring/refining the role domain model first, and then establishing the mapping to the deployment domain model.

We illustrate this case in our example by introducing a “Supercontroller” component, playing both the Control and LM (lock manager) roles. Figure 7 shows the corresponding deployment domain model. If we
work with strictly hierarchical component models such as the ones of UML2, UML-RT, or AutoFocus (cf. Section 5.2), one way to establish the mapping of multiple roles onto a single component is to take the role domain model as a starting point, and to replace the roles in question by a single component having the same input and output channels as the replaced roles taken together. Then, the entire network of replaced roles with their supporting channels becomes the hierarchical “child” of the freshly introduced component. This process can be repeated, recursing into all hierarchically decomposed composites, until all role labels have been turned into component labels.

In general, there are many possible component configurations for a system that implements the elicited services. Therefore, we need to first define the component configuration for which we need to define an architecture. Such configurations can be based on various architectural styles [23] such as pipes and filters, layered architecture, or client-server.

Layered architectures are particularly appealing as deployment configurations for services. Based on the dependencies elicited for the use case graph we can determine which services call upon which others. The former make good candidates for being on a higher layer of abstraction than the latter. This approach works well if the dependency graph has no cycles; otherwise these cycles have to be broken (by introducing, for instance, service proxies) before a strictly layered architecture can be derived.

Once a component configuration has been defined, the architecture can be determined by selecting the services from the service repository that need to be supported by the architecture and mapping each service to the component configuration and defining the component types. This happens according to the following two steps: (1) Select a service to be supported by the system, (2) Map the roles of the service to the component types supporting that service. These steps need to be repeated for all services to be supported by the system. This mapping step allows us to select and implement only those services required for the architecture under consideration; it also allows us to try out various configurations.

Because our service notion is interaction-based, and we use MSCs to capture the relevant interaction patterns, we can map these patterns onto individual roles, and from there onto components (semi)automatically, using algorithms for the derivation of state machines from interaction specifications [lots of references]. We explain this in more detail in Section 5.

3.5 Service Refinement and Refactoring

In practice, the initial architecture determined using any process, including the one outlined above, will have to be refined as more information about the services and target component configurations is revealed. This is supported by the iterative nature of our process, allowing the architect to refine the architecture by collecting increasingly detailed information about the use cases, roles, and services of the system under consideration: the service elicitation step is decoupled from the architecture mapping. Consequently, both the service repository and the target architecture can be modified independently of one another before the next architectural mapping step is performed.

4. Tool Chain

In this section we describe the design and implementation of a prototypic toolchain we have developed for supporting the service-oriented development process introduced above. The purpose of this tool chain is to provide executable models for the services in vehicle software. These executable models are intended as reference models for suppliers to validate their implementations against. The tool chain consists of three main ingredients: the modeling tool for roles, interaction patterns and service specifications (M2Code), the modeling, simulation, verification and test tool for component configurations (AutoFocus) and a code generator, transforming the output of either M2Code or AutoFocus into executables for the RTCORBA middleware platform.

The general idea is to model roles and services in M2Code based on its capabilities for interaction specification using our full, extended MSC notation. For the resulting role domain model M2Code generates automaton specifications and deployment domain models that can be fed into AutoFocus for simulation, validation and verification; AutoFocus provides connectors to verification tools such as model checkers and theorem provers. The code generator takes deployment domain models and corresponding state models as input and produces code (interfaces, stubs, skeletons, and component implementations) for executable RTCORBA components.

Figure 8 gives a pictorial representation of this toolchain. In the following paragraphs we will describe each of these ingredients in more detail.
4.1 M2Code

M2Code is our tool for modeling roles and their interactions, which are the defining elements for services in our approach. Thus, M2Code covers, in particular, the first phase of the service-oriented development process introduced in Section 1.3. A centerpiece of M2Code is its capability for (semi)automatically deriving state machines from interaction patterns given as MSCs, based on the algorithms described in [many]. In particular, it can deal with overlapping, alternatives, parallel composition, loops, and preemption – to name only some important features of dealing with interaction patterns defining services.

The output of M2Code is a role domain model together with one automaton for each role defined in this domain model; these automata implement the respective role’s contribution to all the services it is associated with.

M2Code is built as a plugin for Microsoft Visio, and visualizes both the MSCs entered by the developer and, using automated layout algorithms provided in “graphviz” [8], also the generated state machines for validation purposes.

Finally, M2Code supports exporting the modeling elements (both the automata and the system structure, i.e. the role domain model) as an XML document in the format expected by AutoFocus. If no verification/validation of the resulting service model is required, AutoFocus can be bypassed, and the XML file can be directly used as input for the RTCORBA code generator.

4.2 AutoFocus

We have selected AutoFocus as an element in our toolchain, because it is freely available as a research platform and provides strong modeling, verification and validation capabilities. AutoFocus was developed at the Technical University of Munich [2]. Its notational elements cover system structure, data types, event traces, and state machines for embedded, reactive systems.

For modeling system structure, AutoFocus employs system structure diagrams displaying components and their ports (interfaces), which are interconnected via channels. Components can be either terminal or hierarchically decomposed. For each port and channel, data types may be specified – both default and user defined types are possible. For the behavioral view of the system (the dynamic view), AutoFocus uses state transition diagrams (STDs, automata) and extended event traces (EETs). EETs are similar in spirit to the MSCs used in this text, but have a much more restricted expressive power; they serve mostly as a graphical representation of simulation runs.

AutoFocus itself has a built-in code generator targeting Java, which allows step-by-step execution and simulation of the model under consideration. Furthermore, AutoFocus provides a number of automated and semi-automated testing approaches, which facilitate conformance tests between expected and actual interaction sequences in executions of the system under development.

AutoFocus also supports coupling with external verification and validation tools using tool “connectors”. For our prototype implementation, we are using the Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV [25]) as the external validation tool. By means of this model checker we can, for instance, formally verify the correctness of our mapping of services onto the deployment domain model. These verification and validation capabilities within the AutoFocus CASE tool framework are our motivation for taking AutoFocus models as the input for our code generation approach.

4.4 RTCORBA Code Generator

The final step towards an executable specification is handled by a code generator, which takes abstract, validated models of distributed, reactive systems as input, and produces executables for the RT CORBA middleware implementing the properties checked for the abstract models. This closes a gap in the development process for reliable distributed and reactive systems, by eliminating the manual transition from captured requirements to implementation on top of RT CORBA. The design of the code generator can easily be adapted to different input languages and target middlewares.

Code generation proceeds in three steps: First, the code generator takes an XML file (generated by AutoFocus or directly out of M2Code) as input, populates a
symbol table, and produces an IDL file containing CORBA interface specifications for all terminal components of the AutoFocus model. Next, the IDL file is fed into the IDL compiler; this produces the relevant stubs, skeletons, and “empty” CORBA component implementation prototypes. Finally, the code generator takes the output of the IDL compiler, and populates the files with the code obtained from translating the behavioral aspects contained in the AutoFocus model.

As our target RT middleware we have selected TAO, developed at the University of Washington, University of California at Irvine, and Vanderbilt University. As a consequence, our target programming language is C++.

5. Related Work

The complexity and challenges offered by the problems in the automotive domain have been pointed out earlier (see, for instance, [24]) and the automotive industry has been undergoing a silent software revolution [7, 9] – however, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first attempt at a systematic application of the service notion to software development in general, with a focus on the automotive domain. The notion of services as first-class elements from an implementation perspective has seen a lot of research in the emerging context of web services ([1, 29]). There has been some earlier work on web service description and composition as well ([19]). Using a precise, interaction-based service notion from the onset of the development process and seamlessly across development phases as we advocate here is novel.

Although there has been little research on developing an integrated service oriented development process, there has been some work focused on each of the individual stages. Wren [17], for instance, is a tool similar in spirit to our use of AutoFocus, in that it aids in component based software development through composition. It provides several interesting features including component discovery, but does not incorporate any kind of behavioral semantics for its component notion. Attempts have also been made to extend UML for the automotive domain [5] – however, as we have argued, the UML does not treat services as first-class modeling citizens and thus misses many of the important aspects of service modeling, including overlapping services. Baresi et al. discuss modeling and validation of service-oriented architectures ([4]). These could serve as deployment domain models for the services we model in our approach.

There has been some work in composing systems from components and validating such systems from their components without having to validate the system as a whole ([30]). However, most of these approaches are “bottom up” (going from components to the system), while ours is a “top down” approach (going from services to the components implementing them), which we have argued is a better suited to address the cross-cutting nature of many important system properties. In this sense, our work can serve as a “front-end” to approaches such as [30].

6. Conclusion and Outlook

The ever increasing complexity of automotive software systems has become a potential road-block for software-based innovations and their transition into production vehicles. Traditional software development approaches are limited in their utility for the automotive domain, because they address the key element of interaction among the myriad of software enabled vehicular functions only in the late stages of the overall development process. Consequently, the integration phase where all components delivered by suppliers are assembled into a whole is costly, time-consuming, error-prone and difficult.

In this text, we have introduced an approach to service-oriented software engineering for automotive systems. Starting from a precise, interaction-based notion of service we have outlined a methodologically founded development process for service-oriented systems. We have substantiated this process by means of a tool chain covering all phases from capturing the interaction patterns defining services to designing deployment models to implementing these models on top of RTCORBA. We have illustrated our approach using a simplified, yet realistic model of a central locking system.

Future work includes, among others, a thorough assessment of multiple deployment domain models regarding their utility as service-oriented software architectures, an extension of the service-modeling tool chain to include “wizards” for refinement and refactoring of services and domain models, and integration of Quality-of-Service specifications into the service model.
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